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Abstract

Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT) achieves improved
system resource utilization and accordingly higher instruc-
tion throughput because it exploits Thread-Level Paral-
lelism (TLP) in addition to conventional Instruction-Level
Parallelism (ILP). The key to high-performance SMT is to
optimize the distribution of shared system resources among
the threads. However, existing dynamic sharing mechanism
has no control over the resource distribution, which could
cause one thread to grab too many resources and clog the
pipeline. Existing fetch policies address the resource dis-
tribution problem only indirectly. In this work, we strive
to quantitatively determine the balance between controlling
resource allocation and dynamic sharing of different sys-
tem resources with their impact on the performance of SMT
processors. We find that controlling the resource sharing of
either the instruction fetch queue (IFQ) or the reorder buffer
(ROB) is not sufficient if implemented alone. However, con-
trolling the resource sharing of both the IFQ and the ROB
can yield an average performance gain of 38% when com-
pared with dynamic sharing case. The average L1 D-cache
miss rate has been reduced by 28-33%. The average time
that the instruction resides in the pipeline has been reduced
by 34%. This demonstrate the power of the resource shar-
ing control mechanism we propose.

1. Introduction

As the design of traditional superscalar-based proces-
sors has been pushed to its limit, the performance gain that
could be achieved is diminishing due to limited Instruction-
Level Parallelism (ILP), even with deeper, wider pipeline
designs [7, 9]. Thus, attempting to exploit Thread-Level
Parallelism (TLP) is an effort to overcome the limitation
due to low ILP. Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT) has
been proposed as an architectural technique whose goal is

to efficiently utilize the resources of a superscalar machine
without introducing excessive control overhead. By allow-
ing one processor to concurrently execute instructions from
two or more threads, SMT microarchitectures are able to
exploit both ILP and TLP, with the help of multiple thread
contexts that keep track of the dynamic status of each thread
[18, 19]. Hence, SMT is one of the best architectures for uti-
lizing the vast computing power that such microprocessor
would have, achieving optimal system resource utilization
and improved instruction throughput.

However, if we want to exploit more TLP, we need mul-
tiple threads to co-exist in the pipeline. At the same time,
competition for system resources among these threads is
also introduced. The overall performance of an SMT pro-
cessor depends on many factors. How to distribute the re-
sources among multiple threads is certainly one of the key
issues in order to achieve better performance. Neverthe-
less, when it comes to this specific problem, there are dif-
ferent opinions. Sometimes a dynamic sharing method can
be applied to the system resources at every pipeline stage
in SMT microarchitectures [7, 18, 19], which means that
threads can compete for the resources and there is no quota
on the resources that one single thread could utilize. Some
other times, all the major queues can be statically parti-
tioned [12, 13], so that each thread has its own portion of
the resources and there is no overlap. In most of the fetch
policy studies, dynamic sharing was normally used and as-
sumed to be capable of maximizing the resource utilization
and corresponding performance.

Due to the “Memory-Wall” problem, there is a ma-
jor factor that affects resource distribution in SMT mi-
croarchitectures: the long-latency instructions, such as load
misses. These instructions will clog the pipeline, unless pre-
fetching the data from the memory. When one thread has
injected many instructions into the pipeline and a load miss
happens, the miss instruction and the instructions depend-
ing on it would not be able to move forward at all. Thus,
the residency of those instructions in the pipeline does not



necessarily translate into an increased overall instruction
throughput. On the contrary, they pollute the instruction
window and waste system resources which could otherwise
be utilized by instructions from other threads. Taking the
severe “damage” these instructions could cause into consid-
eration, this means that an SMT processor must be aware of
long-latency instruction execution.

The goal of this paper is to introduce and demonstrate
our resource sharing control mechanism, called Dual-Fen1.
Our Dual-Fen mechanism will enforce a cap on both the
Instruction Fetch Queue(IFQ) and ReOrder Buffer(ROB)
at thread level to reduce the degree of pipeline clogging.
We examine the effect of different resource sharing con-
trol mechanisms on the different system resources, and their
impact on overall system performance. According to the
experimental results collected, an SMT processor equipped
with Dual-Fen improves instruction throughput by 38% on
average in terms of harmonic mean and 68% on average in
terms geometric mean, against dynamic sharing scheme.

We review related work in Section 2, focusing more
specifically on existing partitioning and resource allocation
methods for SMT microarchitectures. Section 3 introduces
our proposed resource sharing control schemes for system
resources. Section 4 describes our experiment method-
ology, including the simulation environment and multi-
programming workloads. Our simulated work and detailed
result analysis are presented in Section 5. Conclusions and
future work are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The techniques used to boost the performance of SMT
processors can be roughly divided into three different cate-
gories: fetch policy, handling long-latency instructions, and
resource allocation scheme.

2.1. Fetch policy for SMT

Just like superscalar machines, the performance of an
SMT processor is affected by the “quality” of the instruc-
tions injected into the pipeline. There are two critical as-
pects to this observation:

First, if the instructions fetched and/or executed have de-
pendencies between each other or if they have long laten-
cies, the ILP and TLP which can be exploited will be lim-
ited. This will result in clogging of the instruction window
and stalling of the front-end stages.

Second, if the instructions fetched and/or executed be-
long to the wrong path, these instructions would compete
with the instructions from the correct path for system re-
sources in both the front-end and the back-end, which

1In Chinese, Fen means “Divide” or “Partition”.

would degrade the overall performance and power effi-
ciency.

Therefore, how to fill the front-end stages of an SMT
processor with “high-quality” instructions from multiple
threads is a critical decision which must be made at each
cycle. Tullsen et al. [18] suggested several priority-based
front-end policies for SMT microarchitectures that surpass
the simple round-robin policy. They reported that the thread
scheduling policy based on the ICOUNT variable, which
prioritizes the threads based on the number of instructions
in the front-end stages (all the stages before execution)
from each thread, provided the best performance in terms
of overall instruction throughput. The reasoning behind
is ICOUNT variable is able to indicate the current perfor-
mance of the thread to some extent.

However, the ICOUNT variable does not take specula-
tive execution into account because it does not consider that
after an instruction has been injected into the pipeline, it
may be discarded from the pipeline whenever a conditional
branch preceding the instruction has been determined to had
been incorrectly predicted. ICOUNT fails to distinguish the
instructions discarded in the intermediate stages due to in-
correct speculation from the ones retired from the pipeline
normally. Furthermore, ICOUNT does not handle the long-
latency instructions well. One thread has a temporarily low
ICOUNT does not necessarily mean that a cache miss will
not happen to the current instructions from that thread. If a
cache miss happens and instructions are still fetched from
that thread, the cache miss instruction and all the instruc-
tions dependent upon it will reside for many cycles in the
pipeline before they are finally retired, ending up clogging
the instruction window and hindering the performance of
other thread(s). As a result, the ICOUNT variable may in-
correctly reflect the respective activities of the threads. This
is one of the reasons why the sustained instruction through-
put obtained under the ICOUNT-based policy still remains
significantly lower than the possible peak.

Raasch et al. [14] proposed a priority-rotating scheme
in an attempt to increase the execution of instructions from
less efficient threads when threads are of equal priority.
However, the performance was not as good as anticipated
and the scheme included a confidence estimator into the
process of fetch decision making.

2.2. Handling long-latency instructions

Since ICOUNT does not handle long-latency instruc-
tions well, Tullsen et al. [17] proposed two fetch policies
that can better deal with those instructions. One is STALL,
which stalls the threads with long-latency instructions in
addition to prioritize them. The other is FLUSH, which
flushes those threads containing long-latency loads out of
the pipeline rather than waiting for the completion of the



long-latency operations. However, in both schemes the
detection of long-latency operations is too late (after L2
miss happens), and flushing out all the instructions already
fetched into the pipeline is not a power-efficient solution.

There are several other techniques that attempt to ad-
vance the handling of those long-latency instructions, hence
to improve the SMT performance. In DG [8], when the
number of outstanding L1 data cache misses from a thread
is beyond a preset threshold, fetching from that thread is
prohibited. However, L1 cache misses do not necessarily
lead to L2 cache misses. Therefore, stalling a thread in such
a case may be too severe and would cause an unnecessary
stall and resource under-use. It has thus been proposed in
DWarn [3] to use L1 cache misses as an indicator of L2
cache misses and give those threads with cache misses a
lower fetch priority instead of stalling them. This allows
DWarn to act on L1 misses before L2 misses even happen
in a controlled manner so as to reduce resource under-use
and to avoid harming a thread when L1 misses do not lead
to L2 misses.

2.3. Resource allocation for SMT

Another general approach to improve the performance
of SMT processors is to focus on active resource allocation
among threads. Our scheme falls into this category.

An investigation of the impact of different system re-
source partitioning mechanisms on SMT processors was
performed by Raasch et al. [15]. Various system resources,
like instruction queue, ROB, issue bandwidth, and commit
bandwidth are studied under different partitioning mecha-
nisms. The authors concluded that the true power of SMT
lies in its ability to issue and execute instructions from dif-
ferent threads at every clock cycle. If those resources are
partitioning among threads, it would severe impair the func-
tionality of SMT to exploit TLP. Hence, the issue band-
width has to be shared all the time. They also observed that
partitioning the storage queues, like ROB, has little impact
on the overall system performance. However, their work
mainly focuses on the back-end of the pipeline, i.e., the is-
sue, execution and retirement stages, did not affect any parts
of the front-end stages, e.g., the fetch stage. We extended
their work by studying the different resource sharing con-
trol techniques on IFQ and/or ROB, as well as the impact
on the overall performance caused by the interaction be-
tween them. We have uncovered some interesting obser-
vations when we perform resource sharing control on both
ends of the pipeline, which will be presented in Section 5.

DCRA [4] is proposed in an attempt to dynamically allo-
cate the resources among threads by dividing the execution
of each thread into different phases, using instruction and
cache miss count as indicators. The study shows that DCRA
achieves around 18% performance gain over ICOUNT in

terms of harmonic mean.
Hill-Climbing [5] dynamically allocates the resources

based on the current performance of each thread and feed-
back into the resource-allocation engine. It used its hill-
climbing algorithm to sample some different resource dis-
tributions first to find out the local optimum and then adopt
that distribution. It achieves a slightly higher performance
(2.4%) than DCRA but is certainly the most expensive one
in terms of execution overhead when it comes to finding the
local optimum.

3. Front and back end resource sharing control

In this section we introduce our resource sharing control
scheme and show how to combine it with the front-end fetch
policy to enforce the resource distribution.

There are many system resources in a pipeline which
could be under different sharing control mechanisms, for
example, IFQ, the instruction decode queue, the instruction
issue queue, ROB, the load/store queue, etc. In our scheme,
we select two resources from the above list: the front-end
IFQ and the back-end ROB, and separately apply to them
different sharing control mechanisms. It also aims at study-
ing the impact of the concurrent control of IFQ and ROB
over the performance of SMT processor.

Fetch policy alone achieves the resource distribution
function in an extremely indirect and limited way. Upon a
load miss, the pipeline of a superscalar processor will sim-
ply stall after running out of instructions before the operand
from memory returns. For SMT processors on a load miss,
other thread(s) can still proceed because of the TLP, but in a
“handicapped” way. This is due to the fact that the instruc-
tions from the thread with a cache miss will occupy system
resources in the pipeline. It directly translates into a reduc-
tion in the amount of system resources that other thread(s)
can utilize. This is what we call “mutual-hindrance” ex-
ecution. Hence, we do need direct control over both IFQ
and ROB, controlling both the input to the pipeline and its
output in order to achieve what we call “mutual-benefit” ex-
ecution. In this way, we have control over the resource dis-
tribution, reduce the impact of cache misses on the pipeline
and enhance the overall system performance.

Because of the wide acceptance of ICOUNT policy, we
still use ICOUNT as a pipeline variable for thread prioritiz-
ing. This information is used to select the candidate thread
to fetch instructions from in the next clock cycle. On top of
the ICOUNT policy, we adopt another variable, Occupancy
Counter. For each thread occupying a resource currently
monitored, there is a designated Occupancy Counter with
it. The counter is incremented when more instructions from
a given thread are fed into the queues. Conversely, it is
decremented whenever those instructions leave the queues
and are passed onto the next stage of the pipeline or retire.



If after incrementing, the Occupancy Counter of a running
thread is greater than its assigned resource cap, the fetch-
ing of instructions from that thread is stalled, even if it is of
highest priority from ICOUNT policy. This allows the throt-
tling of selected thread(s) after prioritizing, which enforces
the resource sharing control schemes among the multiple
threads, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Our fetch prioritizing and throttling
scheme
Here we listed all four resource sharing control schemes

proposed:
D-Share: Both IFQ and ROB are in the dynamic sharing

mode, just like other system resources. No throttling.
IFQ-Fen: Enforcing the sharing control on IFQ, each

thread can only occupy maximum half of its entries, and
other system resources are in the dynamic sharing mode.
Throttling based on Occupancy Counter of IFQ.

ROB-Fen: Enforcing the sharing control on ROB, each
thread can only occupy maximum half of its entries, while
other system resources are in the dynamic sharing mode.
Throttling based on Occupancy Counter of ROB.

Dual-Fen: Enforcing the sharing control on both IFQ
and ROB, each thread can only occupy at most half of its
entries in either of them, and other system resources are in
the dynamic sharing mode. Throttling based on Occupancy
Counters of either IFQ or ROB.

4. Simulation Methodology

To properly evaluate the effects of our proposed resource
sharing control mechanisms, we designed an execution-
driven simulator.

4.1. Simulation Environment

Our simulator is based on the SMT simulator devel-
oped by Kang et al. [10], which is itself derived from Sim-
pleScalar [2], through modifying the sim-outorder simula-
tor to implement an SMT processor model. Our simulator is
meant to simulate an SMT architectural model which sup-
ports out-of-order and speculative execution, as shown in
Figure 2. Following the structure of sim-outorder, the ar-
chitectural model contains seven pipeline stages: fetch, de-
code, dispatch, issue, execute, complete, and commit. Sev-
eral resources, such as program counter (PC), integer and
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Figure 2. Our architectural model for SMT

floating-point register files, and branch predictor, are repli-
cated to allow multiple thread contexts. Instructions are
fetched in the Fetch stage into IFQ. In the Decode stage,
the instructions in the IFQ are decoded and put in the In-
struction Decode Queue (IDQ). Decoded instructions are
dispatched into the Instruction Issue Queue in the Dispatch
stage after the architectural registers enclosed within them
are renamed. The register operands of an instruction are
read in the Issue stage and the instructions are issued out
of order into the functional units. Here, as many instruc-
tions as the total number of functional units can be issued at
each cycle and they are executed in the Execute stage. In the
Complete stage, results computed in the functional units are
written to ROB entries. In the Commit stage, instructions
are retired in the original program order after their results
have been committed to the architectural state. The major
simulator parameters are listed in Table 1. In Table 2, we
list the corresponding IFQ and ROB sizes for each scheme.

4.2. Multi-programming workloads

We use the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite [1] to build
workloads for performance simulation. Our workloads
consist of seven integer benchmarks (164.gzip, 175.vpr,
176.gcc, 181.mcf, 197.parser, 256.bzip2, 300.twolf) and
three floating-point benchmarks (179.art, 183.equake,
188.ammp). In SMT microarchitecture, the threads
can come either from a parallelized program (parallel-
programming) or from multiple independent programs
(multi-programming). In this study, each thread corre-
sponds to one benchmark, corresponding to the mutli-
programming case.

We chose these ten benchmarks because we run each
benchmark with its corresponding lgred input data set from
the MinneSPEC [11], which is a reduced input set for SPEC
CPU2000 benchmarks. SPEC CPU2000 has a total of 26
benchmarks, while MinneSPEC provides a reduced input
set for all of them. However, half of the input set are in AL-
PHA binary while the other half in PISA binary. Our sim-
ulator is 64-bit PISA ISA which means we can only utilize
those 13 PISA binary input set. Out of these 13 benchmarks



Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value
Instruction Fetch 8
/Decode/Retire Rate
Branch predictor Hybrid: 1K gshare

+ 1K bimodel
Branch target buffer 512 4-way
Mis-prediction penalty 8+
Return address stack 16
L1 Instruction Cache 64Kbytes (256:64:4:LRU)
L1 Data Cache 64Kbytes (512:32:4:LRU)
L2 Cache 1Mbytes (2048:128:4:LRU)
Memory Access Bus 32 bytes
Instruction TLB 512Kbytes (32:4096:4:LRU)
Data TLB 1Mbytes (64:4096:4:LRU)
I-/D-TLB miss latency 100 cycles
IDQ/IQ/LQ/SQ Size 64
L1 D-/I-Cache hit latency 1 cycle
L2 Cache hit latency 6 cycles
Memory access latency 100 cycles (first chunk)

and 2 cycles (inter chunk)

Table 2. Simulation setup
Configuration IFQ Size ROB Size
D-Share 256 256
IFQ-Fen cap: 128× 2 256
ROB-Fen 256 cap: 128× 2
Dual-Fen cap: 128× 2 cap: 128× 2

with reduced input set, ten of them are in the C language
and the other three are in FORTRAN. Here, we chose all 10
benchmarks written in C. We compiled all the benchmarks
with gcc -O2. Since there are 10 sets of benchmarks and
we simulate a two-thread SMT microarchitecture, we ran
each benchmark with every benchmark (including itself).
That is 10× 10 iterations. Then we have 4 set of configura-
tions corresponding to each resource sharing control mech-
anism. Hence altogether we ran 4 × 10 × 10 iterations of
simulation to get all the results. Each iteration of simulation
is composed of 1 billion instructions, after fast forwarding
through the first 300 million instructions from each thread
to skip the initialization part of the benchmark. Then the
results are averaged to get the performance for each bench-
mark under each resource sharing control configuration.

We use normalized weighted-speedup as the evaluation
metric for the performance. The IPC (instruction-per-cycle)
we obtain is implicitly equivalent to the weighted-speedup
because we set each thread to contribute equal numbers of
instructions in each round of simulations. When one thread
reaches its total number of instruction retired, we stops the
execution of that thread and continue the execution of the
other thread only until its completion. This technique is
called “constant-work-per-thread” [16], which means that

each thread contributes equal weight to the speedup calcu-
lation. After one benchmark has been run with all 10 bench-
marks, we get the average speedup (either geometric mean
or harmonic mean) for that benchmark under that configu-
ration. Finally we normalize the speedups of other config-
urations to that of the dynamic sharing case. In this way,
we get the normalized weighted-speedup, which allows the
instant derivation of the performance difference among var-
ious sharing control schemes.

Based on common practice [3, 4, 5, 8], harmonic mean
is often used for overall performance evaluation. However,
geometric mean is also often used when dealing with SPEC
CPU2000 benchmarks. Hence, we here evaluated both. In-
deed, Citron et al. [6] has shown that there is little differ-
ence when using either the geometric means or the har-
monic means to measure performance with SPEC CPU2000
benchmark suite. Our observation is that even though the
specific numbers are different, both metrics provide us with
the same trend when comparing the performance of differ-
ent schemes, which means their results are in accordance
with each other. The difference between the specific num-
bers is from the mathematical nature of how those two dif-
ference kind of means are calculated.

5. Experimental Analysis

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed re-
source sharing control schemes and observe their impact on
the performance of SMT microarchitectures, we compare
the instruction throughput of those schemes to see which
one produces the best results. In addition, we analyze the
underlying reasons for the difference in performance of dif-
ferent sharing control schemes and the impact from the
number of functional units over those schemes.

5.1. Instruction throughput

We present the average performance in terms of normal-
ized weighted-speedup for each benchmark under different
sharing control architectures in Figure 3 and 4, in harmonic
mean and geometric mean separately. For each workload, a
set of four histograms is shown. Each histogram represents
the performance of one of the four sharing control schemes
in our discussion: D-Share, IFQ-Fen, ROB-Fen, and Dual-
Fen.

Obviously, the Dual-Fen scheme outperforms all other
sharing control approaches because of its higher normal-
ized weighted-speedup across all workloads, as shown in
both figures. As a matter of fact, it improves the perfor-
mance by an average of 38% in terms of harmonic mean
and 65% in term of geometric mean, compared with the
D-Share scheme. On the other hand, in the ROB-Fen ap-
proach, we get around 8% performance decrease in terms



of both harmonic and geometric mean. As for the IFQ-Fen
scheme, we will get a small amount performance gain, 2%
in harmonic mean and 8% in geometric mean, separately.
These results demonstrate that sharing control of both IFQ
and ROB is effective in enhancing the ability of SMT pro-
cessors to exploit TLP in addition to ILP.

Even in the worst scenario when we exclude the two
most-progressed benchmarks (188.ammp and 179.art), the
Dual-Fen architecture could still achieve 24% performance
gain over the D-Share architecture in harmonic mean, and
41% in geometric mean.
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Figure 4. Average performance gain compar-
ison in Geometric mean

5.2. D-Cache miss ratio

As some of the benchmarks achieve such a huge perfor-
mance when we switch from dynamic sharing to resource
sharing control, especially Benchmark 188.ammp, whose
performance is 7 to 8 times better in terms of normalized
weighted speedup. Then we would ask: which parameter
got improved so much that could lead to such a high perfor-
mance gain?

There are several factors we think that count for this im-
provement:

Better functional units sharing: Benchmark 188.ammp
and 179.art are both of floating-point benchmarks. When an
integer thread running together with a floating-point thread,
in stead of competing with each other for the same type of
functional units, the instructions from different threads are

running on different types of functional units. Hence the
competition for the functional units is minimized, and the
throughput is maximized, which shows the original power
of SMT. We would naturally expect a higher performance
derived from the better utilization of the functional units.
However, 183.equake is another floating-point benchmark.
When it is running with other integer benchmarks, it does
not achieve as much of a performance improvement as
188.ammp and 179.art do. What’s more, when 183.equake
is running with 188.ammp, we get a 10-fold performance
improvement. This means that there is more reasons behind
this performance improvement.

Less D-Cache miss: In Figure 5, we listed the L1 D-
Cache miss ratio when 188.ammp running with each and
every benchmark, normalized to the miss rate of the D-
Share case. In almost every case, the L1 D-Cache miss
rate has been dramatically reduced in the Dual-Fen scheme,
an average 65% of reduction. At the same time, for the
IFQ-Fen and the ROB-Fen schemes, there is an average
20% increase in the miss rate. When 183.equake runs with
188.ammp, the D-cache miss rate is reduced by 84.5%, one
of the largest decrease. This corresponds to an improvement
in performance when these two benchmarks are running
together, even though they are of the same type of bench-
marks and competing for the same type of functional units.
The only case where Dual-Fen did not achieve a significant
D-Cache miss reduction is 188.ammp running with itself
(6% increase). Corresponding to that, the performance gain
that Dual-Fen achieved is also the smallest when 188.ammp
runs with itself, comparing with the case that 188.ammp
running with other benchmarks.

188.ammp L1 D-Cache Miss Ratio
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Figure 5. Average L1 D-Cache miss rate for
188.ammp

When each thread can now only hold half of the entries
of IFQ and ROB, if one thread has stalled on a load miss,
the other thread can still proceed. Through resource sharing
control, we also reduce the extent to which one thread has
too many dependent instructions and multiple cache misses
happen at the same time.



5.3. Impact of functional units

In order to isolate the reason why 188.ammp and 179.art
could achieve such large performance gains, we run the sim-
ulation again with varying the number of INT and FP func-
tional units as listed in Table 3. We also increased the size
of the instruction issue queue and load queue/store queue
from 64 entries to 128 entries separately.

Table 3. Functional units configuration
Configuration I II III
INT units 4 8 8
FP units 4 4 8

In Figure 6, we show the average normalized weighted
speedup for each sharing control mechanism across differ-
ent functional-unit configurations. Dual-Fen scheme keeps
outperforming all other schemes, immune to different con-
figurations of functional units. This demonstrates that it is
because of the difference between resource sharing control
and dynamic sharing of the system resources, not because
of the number of functional units in favor of any of the ar-
chitectures, leads to the performance improvements.

Overall Performance Comparison
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Figure 7. Overall L1 D-cache miss rate com-
parison for all functional units configuration
If we only control the IFQ, we can achieve very marginal

performance; further, if we only control the ROB, we would

have performance decrease. The reason for that is control-
ling the ROB has no direct control over the instructions
which will be sent to the instruction issue queue, where
cache miss and pipeline clogging can easily happen. Con-
trolling the IFQ could reduce the cache miss somewhat, but
the effect is very limited. Only when controlling both the
IFQ and ROB, balancing the resource distribution between
threads, can we achieve the best performance. From Figure
7, we can further observe that the Dual-Fen method is opti-
mized at reducing the L1 cache miss rate. On average, the
L1 D-cache miss rate has been reduced by 28-33%.

5.4. Overall slip time comparison

The slip time of an instruction can be defined as the
amount of time (in terms of number of clock cycles) that
has elapsed between the moment it is dispatched into the
instruction window and the moment it is retired. Since our
Dual-Fen scheme achieves such a large performance gain
over the D-share scheme, significantly reduced the D-cache
miss rate and hence the clogging of the pipeline, we would
expect that the instructions fly more smoothly through the
pipeline, which means a lower slip time. This is exactly
the case as shown in Figure 8. When comparing with the
D-share scheme, the average slip time has been reduced by
34% across all functional-unit configurations. This means
that instructions now spend less time between issue and
completion, which naturally translates into performance im-
provement.
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Figure 8. Overall slip time comparison for all
functional units configuration

6. Conclusions

SMT microarchitectures can alleviate or tolerate the ef-
fect of limited ILP in modern application programs since
they are able to exploit TLP in addition to ILP. Usually, an
SMT processor collects instructions from multiple threads
and deploys them to the shared system resources every cy-
cle. Thus, how to control the sharing of system resources
among multiple threads is certainly critical for SMT pro-
cessors.



We have studied four different resource sharing control
schemes: D-Share (dynamic sharing), IFQ-Fen (control the
distribution of IFQ), ROB-Fen (control the distribution of
ROB) and Dual-Fen (control the distribution of both IFQ
and ROB). We observed that:

First, Controlling the resource sharing of either IFQ or
ROB solely can only provide very limited performance
improvement, even leading to performance degradation in
some cases.

Second, Controlling the resource sharing of both IFQ
and ROB together could achieve significant performance
gain, 38% in harmonic mean and 68% in geometric mean.

We expect future processors to be of two kinds: ho-
mogeneous multi-core and heterogeneous multi-core. Our
scheme would fit into the heterogeneous multi-core system
case, with one complex processor running multiple threads.
Because of limited ILP, the main thread normally cannot
use all the system resources. On the other hand, we have
the demand from all those “house-keeping” functions such
as on-chip resource usage analysis, synchronization and se-
curity checking to assist the execution of the main thread.
With our resource sharing control scheme, we could achieve
better performance when running those multiple threads to-
gether, hence achieve better system utilization and overall
performance improvement.

Since the behavior of the modern programs can be di-
vided into different phases. The program would place dif-
ferent demands on the system resources when they are in
different phases of execution. Our future work would be fo-
cusing on how to adjust our resource sharing control scheme
corresponding to the phase of execution, and in the end to
find an adaptive resource sharing control scheme of the sys-
tem resources to achieve the best performance for the SMT
microarchitecture.
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